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1.INTRODUCTION
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The alignment of the Aarhus Light rail, phase 1 (from the EIA).

Signatur:
Hovedforslag
Eksisterende bane
Mulig udvidelse af etape 1
Nye veje
Områder for eventuelle justeringer af
linjeføring i forhold til fremtidig byudvikling
Byudviklingsområder
Byudvikling på længere sigt
Områder der optimalt er dækket af letbanen
(R=400 m)

1. Introduction
Design Concept for the Aarhus LRT System, phase 1
2. edition, February 2012
A public transportation offer of high quality
The Aarhus LRT is a comprehensive infrastructure
project. The first stage comprises a joining of two
existing railway lines, Odder Railway Line and Grenaa
Railway Line, through the centre of Aarhus. 12
kilometres of new tracks will be constructed through
the city centre of Aarhus. The guidelines described in
this material comprises the section from Aarhus Rail
Yard to Lystrup.
The first section of the Aarhus LRT will be passing
through both complex urban contexts and scenic
environments.
From an overall point of view, the Aarhus LRT should
have an easily read identity in terms of design.
Expression and design shall be taken into consideration
- from the train itself and the technical equipment over
the stops - where every aspect will have to be able to
fit into both urban and rural environments. This also
applies to the track, which can be shaped as an urban
and scenic additive to the city.
Good design is essential to achieve the overall goals
of the project.
Why a design concept?
The first phase of the Aarhus LRT passes both rural
and urban landscapes. This requires a special focus on
the architectural appearance, as the system shall be
able to adapt to the different environments. In order
to ensure the development of a flexible system, which
can adapt to both local challenges and general urban
contexts, the preparation of this design concept has
been initiated. The purpose of the Design Concept is
to ensure the development of overall design principles
with recommendations and guidelines to make sure
that the Aarhus LRT will appear as a coherent visual
element across the individual urban and rural spaces
it passes through. The Design Concept shall work as
a guide to ensure a constructive cooperation both
internally, with respect to the project organization for
stage 1 of the light rail transit, and externally, in relation
to the dialogue with citizens, politicians and other
parties. The Design Concept will also be used as a
basis for future extension stages to the remaining part
of Aarhus and the surrounding municipalities. Finally,
the Design Concept shall be included in the work with
tender documents for the transport system, bridges,
etc..

In principle, the design concept covers the section
from Åhavevej to Lystrup. That is the section on which
new constructions are made and for which an EIA
(Environmental Impact Assessment) has been made.
The remaining sections covered by stage 1 of the
Aarhus LRT are not explicitly mentioned, although the
principles can be used for these sections as well.
Conditions for the Design Concept
This second version of the design concept for Aarhus
LRT is a further preparation of the Design Concept
for the Aarhus LRT, Stage 1, 1. Version, August 2011,
and contains recommendations for principles and
guidelines for the Aarhus LRT. The Design Concept
represents a coordination between the design
consultant’s visions for the light rail and the technical
project. The Design Consultant has continuously
commented on the technical project in accordance with
the first version, and adjustments and improvements
of the project have been made in consideration of the
possibilities allowed within the technical, financial
and planning framework. There are elements of the
concept that have not been finalized between the
Design Consultant and the technical project, which
may therefore be adjusted.
The first version of the Design Concept has been
presented to the technical and design group on several
occasions, and the group members have commented
on the material. The comments have formed part of
the work on the second version of the Design Concept.

Design Concept outline
The second version of the Design Concept is divided
into a short description of the overall character of the
alignment, followed by a more detailed description of
the principles and guidelines forming the basis of the
elements attached to the light rail, such as principles
for the overhead contact system, stops and platform
areas, constructions and rolling stock.
This English version of the Design Concept has been
translated from the Danish version.
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2. CHARACTER OF THE LIGHT RAIL ALIGNMENT

Integration of the Aarhus LRT into urban and rural
environments
The visibility of the Aarhus LRT is important. When a
driver sits in his car in a rush-hour traffic jam, the light
rail sliding effortlessly through the city shall be a quiet,
yet visible invitation to leave the car at home and travel
by light rail.
The overall approach to the design of the Aarhus LRT
is based on finding a “light rail DNA” that can unite
the different urban and scenic landscapes that the
alignment traverses.
The presence of the Aarhus LRT will introduce new
linear spaces in the urban landscape, more or less
imaginary or marked. According to the circumstances,
the alignment comprises of sections with their own
individual character. In the landscape, the alignment
will stand alone - as the most subtle indication of the
distinctive feature of this system.

Environments along the light rail alignment
The first phase of Aarhus LRT is about 12 kilometres
long. The character of the alignment will vary greatly
from section to section.
Aarhus Central Station
Through Aarhus Rail Yard and Aarhus Central Station,
the character of the section is clearly technical.
The harbour and the city
Along the harbour and at Nørreport, the character
of the section is pronounced urban. Across the new
harbour square, the light rail will be integrated in the
design of the new project for Aarhus Docklands.
Randersvej
Along the straight uphill stretch of Nørregade/
Randersvej, the character of the section is efficient.
Around Ringgaden and the University, the high urban
densification of buildings and large amount of users
justify an urban character.
The green section
On Nehrus Allé, Olof Palmes Allé and past Aarhus
University Hospital, the character of the section is
green.
The trees on the present avenues will be replaced by
new trees and the alignment will run through large soft
curves.
The Egå River Valley
Across the Egå River Valley, the character of the section
is rich in contrast. The alignment runs from ground
level over the bridge section and further across the
highway, road cuttings, embankments, streams and
small waterholes.
Ny Lisbjerg (New Town in Lisbjerg)
On the future main street of Lisbjerg, the character
of the section is green. Bygaden will be laid out as a
broad green road and run in a large soft curve.
The open landscape
From Lisbjerg to Lystrup, the character of the section is
open landscape and views.
The alignment moves in large soft curves in a varying
open and built-up landscape offering possibilities
of views over Egådalen (the Egå River Valley) and
Aarhusbugten (the bay of Aarhus).
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LYSTRUP

THE LANDSCAPE
Soft hills - views

New town in Lisbjerg

THE RIVER VALLEY
The infrastructure landscape, highway,
bridges and dams

THE GREEN SECTION
Soft curves surrounded
by avenues of trees

Technical
Urban

RANDERSVEJ
Gateway to Aarhus

Effective
Green
Contrasting
Landscape

ØSTBANETORVET
NØRREPORT
New urban development on the harbour

THE CITY AND THE HARBOUR
The urban square

THE RAIL YARD
Bridges and the Central station

THE CENTRAL STATION
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2.1 Track types

Track with chippings

The alignment will be differentiated into four track
types, which relate to the environments along the
alignment.
In technical environments, such as in Aarhus Rail
Yard and across the Egå River Valley, track with
chippings will be used. In more urban environments,
such as the Aarhus Docklands, a paved track will be
used. In semi-urban areas, such as along Randersvej,
a grass track will be used. In addition, these three
types will be supplemented by an asphalt-paved track
at road crossings.
The use of the four track types along the alignment
can be seen on the opposite page.

Grass track

The light rail track will be separated from the road by
a 15 cm broad granite kerbstone. The kerbstone will be
made from the same type of granite as the stops and
platform areas, thus creating a coherence of materials
from platform to kerb.
The kerbstone will be used along the entire elevated
light rail track. At intersections, the kerb will be lowered
and finish before pedestrian crossings or before the
last traffic island.

Paved track
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Asphalt-paved track- intersections

LYSTRUP

LISBJERG

AARHUS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL,
SKEJBY

AARHUS
UNIVERSITY

Track with chippings
Paved track

AARHUS
DOCKLANDS

Asphalt-paved track
Grass track
Track with chippings (replaceable with grass in the future).
Converter substation

AARHUS RAIL YARD

THE CENTRAL STATION
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Principle for the track types along the alignment, 1:25.000

2.2 Aarhus Rail Yard - Bridge over Aarhus Å - Aarhus Docklands

The Aarhus Rail Yard and Aarhus Central Station
In Aarhus Rail Yard the alignment will cross the
existing railway tracks by means of a bridge.
The bridge solution will be attractive to the
passengers as it will present the city before arrival
to the railway station and also offer views towards
both Aarhus Rail Yard and Ringgadebroen. Aarhus
Rail Yard is a strong and dramatic feature of the
city topography and an elegant, modern bridge
introducing the light rail train into the urban
landscape will not only fit into - but also enrich the
surrounding area. Passengers on the light rail will get
a special experience and may even have the chance of
catching a glimpse of the river valley. Please see the
chapter about the bridge on page 50.
Aarhus Rail Yard operates like the rivers of other big
cities. A large scenic characteristic cutting through
the city, across which the city shall be connected, but
which also brings along fresh air and maybe a glimpse
of the landscape.
The section has a technical character and the alignment
submits to the landscape of Aarhus Rail Yard. Only the
bridge, where the alignment crosses a track group 400,
will be designed carefully, which will make it stand out
in the landscape in a very characteristic way.
The design of the stop at the Central Station
(Aarhus H) is not a part of the Design Conscept. In
cooperation with DSB (the Danish State Railways)
and Banedanmark it was decided that the stop will be
part of the future renewal of Aarhus H. DSB wants the
new platform to have the same design as the other
platforms on Aarhus Central Station.
Aarhus Docklands
In recent years the Aarhus Docklands has been
developing rapidly and there is a strong desire to
connect the city centre with the harbour and the sea.
For many years the city has been cut off from the
harbour by an ever more congested Kystvejen and the
railway with fencing and barriers.

Aarhus Docklands is designed as a coherent urban
environment uniting the city and coast across the
roadway and light rail track. The alignment will
submit to and be integrated into this project.
The light rail stops shall be laid out with the same
kind of paving, equipment, lighting and signposting
as the other stops. This will ensure that the stops in
the urban context will be easily recognized as light
rail platforms. This also applies to the platform at the
Urban Media Space. However, the situation is a little
different here because the platform is partly located
under the roof of the building. The platform will be
equipped in consideration of this fact.
Please see the chapter - furnishing og stops along the
alignment (page 58) and chapter- Bridge over Aarhus
Å (page 51).
It is recommended to use double-tracked poles as
main principle for the OCD-design along the Aarhus
Docklands. The choice of pole type has been made in
dialogue with Aarhus Docklands. The future lighting
concept for the harbour has been drawn up on the
idea that the lighting height of the fixtures shall reduce
gradually from the city edge towards the water. A wire
suspension for OCS and lighting will be in conflict with
this concept. Instead of this, a concept with lighting
poles at a height of approximately 12 metres along the
city front and with a height of approximately 4 metres
at the path along the quay edge has been elaborated.
In connection with OCS, for the light rail there will be
double-track poles. The poles will be about 8 metres.
Along Aarhus Docklands, the section between the
stops is to be considered a road area and to be lighted
as such. This means that the light rail project shall
ensure its own “street lighting” at the harbour section.
There has been a dialogue with the Urban Media Space
about the lighting concept on the harbour. The result of
this is that a lighting concept is being prepared where
“street lighting” will be integrated on the OCS poles.

The Rail yard to Nørreport 1:10.000
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Aarhus University
Grass track
Vennelyst

Nørrregade

Transverse field, Nørreport
Nørreport

Aarhus Docklands
Skolebakken

Urban Media Space

Bridge over Aarhus Å

Aarhus Central Station

Track with chippings
Paved track
Asphalt-paved track
Track with chippings (replaceable with
grass in the future).
Grass track
Stop
Transverse fields
Converter substation
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2.3 Nørreport - Randersvej - Olof Palmes Allé - Skejby
Randersvej
Historical maps show Randersvej outlined as a classic
country road with a straight course. Road construction
from this period followed the elementary principle of
straight lines from point to point.
Randersvej is an important gateway from the motorway
to the centre of Aarhus. It is the first impression of
Aarhus to many people arriving from out of town - also
for the many commuters who take the trip every day.
Randersvej connects to Aarhus University and several
other educational institutions as well as residential
areas, and this makes it one of the most heavily
trafficked sections of the Aarhus LRT.
It on the way to the city centre that you see the
characteristic landscape of sloping towards the Bay
of Aarhus. The ride down Randersvej with the open
view towards the bay and the sky above it is a special
attraction and it is decisive to the understanding of the
cities relation to the landscape.
The light rail alignment shall be the green spine of
Randersvej. The green band heading up the hill will
be an enrichment of the road space offering character
and coherence. The road profile has been increased in
the course of time, both as part of the implementation
of bus lanes and earlier in order to allow for the large
amount of traffic running this way every day.
In the preliminary design of the alignment, work has
been done in order to achieve the straightest possible
course for the alignment within the given technical and
planning framework.
It is recommended that double-track poles (centre
poles) are installed along Randersvej. This is contrary
to the proposal of wire suspension in the EIA. The

choice of pole types has been made in dialogue with
the Municipality of Aarhus. A wire suspension for
overhead contact system and road lighting will disturb
the view when travelling downhill towards the bay of
Aarhus. Likewise, the many turn lanes and varying
road widths will result in a fuzzy sequence of poles
on both roadsides. The choice of centre poles will be
less disturbing for the view and give a more harmonic
course.

Today Olof Palmes Allé is characterized by an avenue
planting, which will be re-established on either side of
the road construction of the light rail project.

Nørreport
At Nørreport, the present lighting fixtures must be
moved. Consequently, a solution including wire
suspension for OCS and lighting is recommended
in order to reduce the number of poles. Please see
chapter - Lighting concept (page 25).

New groups of trees along Nehrus Allé will supplement
the existing scattered group of trees around DR.

Nehrus Allé and Olof Palmes Allé
Nehrus Allé and Olof Palmes Allé were made in
connection with the establishment of the Technical
College, the regional department of DR (Danish
Broadcasting Corporation) and the Danish School
of Media and Journalism in the period between 1970
and 1980. In the area, there are several examples of
characteristic and modernistic architecture by several
well-known architects.

Olof Palmes Allé is characterized by a uniform row
of avenue trees along both sides of the road as well
as the Olof Palmes Allé Stop. The stop is integrated
with turning facilities for cars. The avenue planting
will be located next to cycle path and pavement. It is
particularly important that the avenue presents itself
in a distinct and multiform way due to a mixed and
multiple housing patterns. The types of trees at this
section could be Bornholm Rowan or Filled-flowered
Bird Cherry, Prunus Avium “Plena”.
When the trees have established themselves, the roads
will form a distinct green corridor through an area
characterized by large, individual buildings.

Nehrus Allé runs between open grass areas with
scattered groups of trees. This section has an open
scenic character counterbalanced by the large groups
of buildings located in the surrounding area. It is
very important to maintain the landscape design
surrounding DR and the sett-paved embankment,
for which reason a distance of respect shall be kept.
Moreover, the terrain should be modelled in a way that
the embankment will not be located on a slope.

The light rail passes through and connects to the future
Aarhus University Hospital and will be quite essential
to the infrastructure and traffic pattern in this part of
the town, which will arise in the coming years with new
urban developments. There is an on-going cooperation
with the local authorities of Aarhus Municipality,
Aarhus University Hospital and companies in the area
about the development of a new urban space at the
hospital.

Principle section 1:300
Olof Palmes Allé

Fortov
Vejbane

Beplantning
Cykelsti

Perron
Fortov
Beplantning
Principle for stop and turning facility on
Olof Palmes Allé, 1:1000
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The scenic concept for the section Nehrus Allé, Olof
Palmes Allé and Skejby is the green track in connection
with a continuous park space with scattered groups
of trees along Nehrus Allé as well as avenue planting
along Olof Palmes Allé as the recognizable element.

Cykelsti

Turning facility

Track with chippings
Olof Palmes Allé

Paved track

Transverse field

Asphalt-paved track

Nehrus Allé

Green track

Transverse field

Stop
Transverse fields
Converter substation
Transverse field
Ringvejen

Stockholmsgade

Stjernepladsen

Transverse field

The Univerity Park

Ringgaden

Aarhus Hospital

The University

Nørreport

Nørreport to Skejby 1:10.000
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2.4 Skejby - Lisbjerg

Between Skejby and Lisbjerg the alignment will move
through a landscape full of contrasts across Egå
River Valley, Djurslandmotorvejen (the motorway to
Djursland) and Klokhøjen in Ny Lisbjerg. Crossing the
Egå Valley will centralize the track in the middle of the
dramatic, infrastructural landscape in the northern
outskirts of Aarhus. The Aarhus LRT will only add more
dimensions to the complexity of a landscape with
motorways, bridges, high-voltage lines, embankments,
road cuttings, existing industry and upcoming highrise buildings.
On the section Herredsvej to Lisbjerg the alignment
will appear as an overall “constant” in a contrasting
landscape characterized by traffic infrastructure.
It is a quality that the light rail stands out as well
proportioned and independent, sharply outlined by
the row of poles. This makes it possible for both
passenger and car driver to experience the quality
of the train sliding across the rush-hour traffic jam
below. On this section the light rail track will appear
with chippings, which will change into a grass track in
Ny Lisbjerg.
A bicycle path will be situated along the light rail
track from Aarhus University Hospital, Skejby, to Ny
Lisbjerg. In connection with the river valley and road
crossings, the two-way bicycle path will run across the
bridges.
Characteristic embankments in connection with the
bridges dominate this section. The planting of the
section will be concentrated on the eastern part, along
the bicycle path. Groups of trees of Naur and White
Willow will leave their mark on embankments and road
cuttings here.
A new industrial area has been planned along the
alignment on this section. The urban area will probably
have a sporadic and compound appearance. Plantings
along the track will unite the area and serve as a
constant. The planting will lead bicyclists along the
track, create space around and give scale to the bicycle
path.
By way of design, the light rail bridges differ from the
motorway bridges by being elegant without becoming
exotic. Characteristic embankments in connection
with the bridges, which will stand as defined 1:2 slopes,
dominate the section. Please see page 52 for more
information about the bridges in the Egaa River Valley.

Principle section 1:300
Dam 1:5
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Principle section 1:300
Dam 1:2

Lisbjerg School

Dam, slope construction 1:2

Lisbjerg
Converter substation

Dam, slope construction 1:2

Bridge over Egå River Valley

Dam, slope construction 1:2

Excavation, slope construction 1:5

Dam, slope construction 1:5

Possible Stop (Skejby Nord)
Excavation, slope construction 1:5

Converter substation
Excavation, slope construction 1:5
Skejby
Tracks with chippings
Track with chippings
Paved track

Tuager

Asphalt-paved track
Grass track
Track with chippings (replaceable with
grass in the future).

Aarhus University hospital, Skejby

Stop
Dam
Excavation
Transverse fields

Olof Palmes Allé

Trees
Converter substation
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2.5 Lisbjerg - Elev - Lystrup

Co

View

Dam, slope construction 1:2
Excavation, slope construction 1:2

LISBJERG

Converter substation

Lisbjerg West

Dam, slope construction 1:2

The alignment runs along the main street in Ny
Lisbjerg on a grass track and further eastwards on a
track with chippings along the southern slopes north
of the Egå Valley. The shape of the landscape enables
a smooth course along the contour lines and offering
beautiful views from the alignment.
The light rail track through Ny Lisbjerg is located in
the middle of a future road, which will be 50 meter
wide. From Lisbjerg the alignment runs through scenic
landscape with soft hills and a view over the fields to
Egå Engsø (the Egå Lake) and the Bay of Aarhus.
Between Lisbjerg and Lystrup, the planning of the
new town - called Nye - is in progress. The light rail
will run through the city centre and a station will be
located there.
On this section, the alignment will be adapted to the
terrain wherever possible and will be accompanied
by plantings to emphasize the terrain. Wherever
possible, views to the meadow lake of Egå and the
Bay of Aarhus will be maintained. In places where
the alignment runs in a cutting with poor or no view,
there will be planting on the southern side.
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Lisbjerg East

LYSTRUP

Lystrup

Dam 1:2

Dam, slope construction 1:2
Elev
Excavation, slope construction 1:2
View
Excavation, slope construction 1:2

onverter substation

Track with chippings

Excavation
Dam

Paved track
Asphalt-paved track
Grass track
Track with chippings (replaceable
with grass in the

Transverse fields
View
Converter substation
Trees

Stop

Principle section, 1:300 - Excavation ballasted track
Planting on the southside

Principle section, 1:300 - Ballasted track dam
Planting on the northside
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3.OVERHEAD CONTACT SYSTEM (OCS)
3.1 Pole types used on the section

Use of pole types
The primary pole type on the first phase of the Aarhus
LRT is a centrally placed double-track pole with two
arms for suspension. The pole type may vary locally
because of the technical conditions of the OCS.
The choice of primary pole types relates to the urban
environments that the alignment traverses.
In general, the poles can be divided into the following
types:
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-

Centre pole on a standard section
Centre pole at island platforms
Centre pole with asymmetrical barrier
Centre pole with contact wire and carrier cable

-

Gantry pole
Double gantry pole
Gantry pole with carrier cable

-

Pole for transverse fields

Catenary pole profiles
In general, three different pole profile types will be
used:
1.
2.
3.

Closed, rectangular, one-sided conical profile
H-profile
Cylindrical conical profile.

A pole type consisting of a closed rectangular, onesided conical profile will be produced especially for
the project. This profile is used for the centre and the
gantry pole types and is the most used pole profile.
Another pole type is made on the basis of a standard
H-profile, shortened to the length of the pole. This
profile is used for the centre and the gantry pole
types.
Another pole type consists of a cylindrical conical
profile produced especially for the project. This profile
is used for transverse fields.

Poles located in urban areas will be centre poles without
carrier cable. When the alignment runs outside urban
areas, the distance between the poles will be increased
and carrier cables will be introduced.
On railway sections, gantry poles will be used corresponding to the other poles in the area.

The primary pole types, with profile types, are shown
on the map (page 19).

At larger intersections transverse will be used
spanning across both tracks and roads.

Minimize the number of poles
The number of poles for signs and signals should be
reduced along the entire alignment.
Poles for signs, signals and lighting should, wherever
possible, be integrated on the same pole in order to
avoid a “forest of poles” along the alignment. When
existing lighting poles are to be removed, new lighting
should be suspended on the same poles as the OCS
wherever possible.
At Nørreport, the concept of a transverse field on
the entire section has been considered. The existing
lighting poles are to be removed and OCS, as well as
new lighting, will be suspended on wires.

No final decision has been made regarding the
choice of pole type and pole profile, as technical
documentation for the different pole types is pending.

Gantry pole, H-profile, with carrier cable

Center pole, closed profile, with carrier cable, which can be replaced with center pole, closed profile, without carrier cable

Center pole, closed profile, with carrier cable

Center pole, closed profile

Gantry pole, H-profile, with carrier cable

Transverse fields in larger intersections,
cylindrical pole

Center pole, closed profile, with carrier cable
Center pole, closed profile
Transverse fields i larger intersections, cylindrical
pole
Center pole, closed profile, with carrier cable,
which can be replaced with center pole, closed profile, without carrier cable
Center pole, closed profile

Transverse fields in larger intersections, cylindrical pole

Center pole, closed profile

Center pole, closed profile, with carrier cable

Gantry pole, H-profile, with carrier cable
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3.2 Pole types
- A rectangular, closed, one-sided conical profile

principle for center pole, closed profile, without carrier cable

General description of pole types
The centre pole for catenary wire is the basic pole for
the first phase of the Aarhus LRT.
Two different pole profiles will be used:
A rectangular, closed, one-sided conical profile
An H-profile.
Both pole types are produced in accordance with
specific design requirements drawn up with respect to
the use of the poles for the Aarhus LRT.
Both pole types are dyed to match the colour of the
platform equipment – Foster Grey.

unnecessary or superfluous elements or part
elements to the widest possible extent.
Pole type - rectangular, closed, one-sided conical profile
The design of the pole is based on a closed
steel profile with a rectangular cross section.
The pole is lightly conical towards the top
crosswise, with no tapering on the narrow part.
This means that the pole is one-sided conical.
The conical shape adds lightness and elasticity to the
pole.
In order to emphasize the lightness of the pole, it has
been chosen to work with a pole that is slightly higher
than the suspension, so that the pole will not look
“short trunked”.

The following applies for both pole types:
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As a starting point barrier, wire, side holder
and all mounting and adjustment fittings are
standard components. They shall be chosen
bearing in mind that they shall appear light,
simple and with unnecessary or superfluous
elements or part elements. Joints should be
as invisible as possible.



On catenary poles, with adjustable pick-ups,
counterweights (plumbs) shall be concealed
in the pole and suspension wheels shall be as
invisible as possible.



On poles with feeder cable, the cables shall
be incorporated in the pole and the electrical
cable from the pole to contact wire shall be incorporated in the barrier or be as non-visible
as possible. Also in this connection, all elements shall appear light, simple and without

The closed profile enables hidden wiring in the poles. In
the same, way it will be possible to conceal and protect
counterweights and wheels for movable suspension
inside the poles. Consequently, the closed poles will
appear more uniform.
The broadest side of the pole will follow the light rail
track and therefore the pole will appear conical across
the track. Seen in the direction of the traveller, the
pole appears rectangular. Because of the shape of the
pole, different experiences will occur depending on the
passenger’s position in relation to the catenary pole.
The pole has been designed to appear as a design
element with a sophisticated, urban character.
The design of the poles should be seen in close
coherence with the design of the platforms, which
also have a simple, yet clearly sophisticated design
compared with standard urban equipment.

The simple, orthogonal shapes of the platform
equipment are refined through precise contouring of
the otherwise simple sheet materials, while the glass
roof obtains its lightness by the fact that the dimension
of the profiles carrying the glass declines outwards.
The catenary poles achieve their coherence with the
platform equipment by also being very simple in their
basic shape and yet having a thorough design finish
compared with a standard square steel tube or any
other standard steel profile.
Poles and all part elements to be fixed on the pole will
be dyed to match the colour of the platform equipment
- Foster Grey.
The design coherence between poles and equipment
and the location of the centre poles along the alignment
secures that there is a homogenous, characteristic
and quiet expression of quality, which will become a
distinct feature of the Aarhus LRT.
On the following page there is a catalogue of poles,
which in principle describes the design required for the
different pole types.

Principle center pole at island platform

Principle center pole at the habour area

Principle gantry pole

Principle center pole with carrier cable

Principle dobble gantry pole

Principle gantry pole with carrier cable
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3.2 Pole types
- With catenary wire - H-profile

Principle center pole, H-profile, with carrier cable

Pole types with catenary wire - H-profile
This pole type is produced from a standard H-profile
shortened to the length of the pole.
The H-profile has a technical, industrial character with
a plain and basic look, which works well in a technical
context, but also in open, scenic situations where the
heavy and simple architectural expression is a fine
contrast to trees and green areas.
In more urban environments, where the pole type is
experienced first hand it works less well. Up close the
pole can appear heavy, hard and without a detailing
appropriate for the furniture/equipment of the city.
This pole type will be used on sections of technical
character and on rural sections of the alignment with
longer distances between the poles and where carrier
cable is used.
Poles and all part elements to be fixed on the pole will
be dyed to match the colour of the platform equipment
- Foster Grey.

Principle gantry pole, H-profile, with carrier cable
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3.2 Pole types
- Transverse fields with cylindrical, cronical profile

Principle cylindrical conical pole at tranverse fields

Pole type at wire suspensions with cylindrical, conical
profile
The pole at the transverse fields is a cylindrical,
conical pole fitted with a contact wire as well
as a wire for suspension of road lighting.
The top of the pole will be equipped with flange lights,
shinning as a light orange coloured halo.
Because of long spans, it will be necessary in most
cases to introduce carrier cable for both contact wire
and lighting. In order to absorb the tension of the
long spans, the material thickness of the poles will be
increased so that the pole dimensions are maintained.
Connections between pole and wire shall be made with
minimal visibility.
This pole type will mostly be used, when the pole will
be placed away from the alignment and very often in
company with existing round, conical lighting poles.
The pole should be seen in coherence with the
existing lighting poles of the city, which are of
galvanized steel. Therefore, the poles will be dyed in a
light grey metal colour, the same colour proposed for
light rail vehicles.
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3.3 Lighting Concept
- Nørreport

Lys - orange
Mast
Mast

Vejbelysning

Fortov og cykelsti Lokal kørevej

Kørebane

Letbanetracé

Kørebane

Fortov og cykelsti

Principle section Nørreport 1:250
At Nørreport a replacement for the present lighting
fixtures will be needed, as the existing poles will be
removed. In order to establish an overall solution
and to minimize the number of poles along this
section, a transverse field will be established from the
intersection Nørreport - Kystvejen to the intersection
Nørreport – Knudrisgade.

Midterstillet mast
Ny bebyggelse

In order to adjust the wire scape to the curved layout
of Nørreport, a system of a number of wires spanning
crosswise has been elaborated. Both contact wire,
carrier cables and cables for light fixtures for the road
lighting will be mounted in the transverse field.
The OCS will be established by means of transverse
field poles. At the short section from Kystvejen to
Mejlgade, the first priority will be wires suspended to
the buildings or, alternatively, the centre poles. This
solution is chosen because of a very narrow side area
along this section.
The road lighting will be mounted in the wire in
relation to the layout of the road.

N
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Perron
Nørregade

Belysning ophængt i wire
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Principle plan Nørreport 1:1.000
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Belysning ophængt i wire

Transverse field
-Ringgaden
At intersections with large spans transverse fields will
be introduced to solve the problem of the large distance
between the poles. Here the concept is shown as it
could look at the intersection Randersvej – Ringgaden.
It is important to create a coherent solution for the part
elements at the intersections, consisting of lighting
and OCS.
Mast

Wire

Belysning ophængt i wire

The power supply lines to light rail and road lighting
will be suspended in wires. The wires will be mounted
on poles placed at traffic islands and at the corners of
the intersections.
The road lighting will be made by means of wiresuspended lighting. The wire-suspended lighting will
replace the lighting removed due to the light rail.
In this example, at the Randersvej - Ringgaden
intersection, it is suggested to remove 10 poles and
replace them with 4 poles with catenary wires and
the road lighting mounted in the wire. As for the
road lighting, this will imply the use of two fixtures
more in comparison with the present situation. The
proposed modification of the road lighting will also
help increase the road users’ attention to the changed
traffic situation.

Principle of transverse field at intersections Ringgaden 1:1000

In order to ensure sufficient road lighting the
Municipality of Aarhus has standard for the
illumination of roadways and intersections. The
demand has been based on road rules and standards
for road lighting. As for dimensioning of the road
lighting for the Randersvej - Ringgaden intersection,
the choice of fixture and light source wattage will be
based on fulfilment of the lighting class.
A solution comprising several fixtures will not
necessarily result in increased power consumption.
The wattage in the light source of the proposed fixture
will be decided in the detailed design. By choosing
a light source of correct wattage, the total power
consumption for the intersection will expectedly
remain unchanged.
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4. STOPS
4.1 General description of design parameters for the stops

Through detailing, material choice and colour, as well
as lighting, the stops of the Aarhus LRT shall be given
a character emanating quality in a quiet but distinct
way.
The stops shall be sturdy and hardwearing.
The stops shall be something special in the urban
spaces one traverses and be a distinctive mark for the
light rail.
Stops should be easily recognisable for both locals
and tourists.
It is important that the stops appear light and airy,
for which reason the amount of furniture/fixtures
should be at the minimum required. This means that
several functions should be integrated in each other,
which will be described in the following chapter about
equipment.
Several types of stops - island platform, side
platform, staggered side platform and cross platform
interchange - will be used through out the project.
The choice of platform type has been made based on
the conditions of space and in connection with the
offset side platforms and based on the desire to place
the stops in the traffic direction after signal-controlled
intersections.
The platforms at the harbour area are about 80
metres long, while other platforms are about 50
metres long.
At Aarhus H (Aarhus main station) the light rail stop
will be of the same design as the other platforms in
the station area.
Preparation of the design concept has been based
on the condition that equipment for the stops of
the Aarhus LRT will be supplied totally or partially
under the contract for advertising-supported urban
equipment, which the Municipality of Aarhus has
signed with AFA J.C. Decaux. The concept comprises
a mixture of existing products, redesign and
development of new products.
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Equipment
Many of the reflections made on the design of the
light rail can be grouped under the description
‘Service Design’, which in short can be described
as the experience of the light rail seen from the
perspective of various interested parties.

Delivery of equipment to the light rail stops

Interpretation of the users’ requirements, habits
and functional needs forms the basis of the overall
innovative approach to the design, which should
create intuitive solutions for the benefit of all parties
in the broad target group.
Interested parties in this respect are to be understood
as a broad crowd of primary and secondary users
such as:

Preparation of the design concept has been based
on the condition that equipment for the stops of
the Aarhus LRT shall be supplied totally or partially
under the contract for advertising-supported urban
equipment, which the Municipality of Aarhus has
entered with AFA J.C. Decaux. In relation to the
present contract, AFA JC Decaux has offered to deliver
shelters and litter bins for each stop on the section
and to maintain the equipment and keep it clean. It
has been assumed that equipment for the light rail will
be financed through the advertising spaces available
on the urban equipment of the light rail. Advertising
spaces will be integrated in the shelters.

Users with or without physical handicaps and the
conditions for their access to the train and facilities
around the train.
Users with a large diversity in age or technological
understanding and their ability to understand
timetables, destinations and ticket systems.
Users with or without local knowledge of Aarhus,
who will have a high need for signposting.
Users with or without knowledge of the Danish
language, who want to keep pace with the increased
internationalization of Aarhus.
Passengers with prams or bicycles.
Conductors and passengers, who shall feel and
experience safety - day and night.
Cleaning personnel in the train and at stops.
Technical personnel, who shall be able to lift
replacement units without using cranes, etc.

AFA JC Decaux has declared that they are awaiting
the passing of the Aarhus LRT Act. Moreover, AFA
JC Decaux is currently investigating the cost of the
proposed back rest/fencing and the information
stand, and they are optimizing the product with
respect to production method, material (steel/
aluminium/combination/fastening), tools, cleaning,
maintenance, and light source, including replacement
and ease of cleaning. AFA JC Decaux cannot state
whether it will be possible to include the back rest/
fencing and the information stands in the contract in
force until the cost of the product has been clarified.
If the fencing and information stands cannot be
delivered under the existing contract, AFA JC Decaux
has declared that it will be possible to purchase the
product at a unit price and to make an agreement
regarding maintenance hereof.

Secondary users, comprising all the people who live
or travel - walking or driving - around the alignment
and who should experience its presence in the
environment as a positive feature.

The agreement about advertiser-supported urban
equipment currently comprises the Municipality of
Aarhus, but AFA JC Decaux has also offered to make
agreements with the other local authorities involved
in the first stage of the Aarhus LRT. This provides the
opportunity for uniformity at all stops. Whether this
is to be implemented depends on a dialogue between
AFA JC Decaux and the individual local authorities.
It has not yet been decided whether this work should
commence.

Lystrup

Elev

Lisbjerg øst
Lisbjerg Skole

Lisbjerg

Lisbjerg syd

Skejby Nord (future stop)

Skejby

Aarhus Universitetshospital, Skejby

Olof Palmes Allé
Nehrus Allé

Ringvejen

Stockholmsgade

Stjernepladsen
Ringgaden

Universitetet

Østbanetorvet
Nørregade
Nørreport
Skolebakken

Side
platform

Multimediehuset

Stagered
side platform
Island
platform

Aarhus H
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4.2 Furnishing of stops

1300 cm
Glasoverdækning

320 cm

Mupi

Section, island platform

Shelter without glass - two spans - island platform

Shelter
As a starting point, the design of shelters, litterbins and
benches will correspond to the design used elsewhere
in the municipality. The equipment is sturdy and can
withstand the wear it is exposed to in the public space.
The shelter for the Aarhus LRT is a redesign of the
well-known shelter located at bus stops in Aarhus.
The redesign will use existing elements and
assembled these in new ways.

The shelters consist of one or several mupies,
encircled by pillars carrying the roof.
The shelter is available in two variations - one type
for island platforms, with a glass roof on both sides
of the load-bearing mupies - and one type for side
platforms, with a glass roof on one side of the mupies
only.

Equipment colour
All elements shall be made from galvanized steel
painted with Foster Grey, which is the same colour used
for the other urban space equipment (street furniture)
in connection with infrastructure in the Municipality of
Aarhus Municipality.

It is possible to have an open space between the
mupies - or glass can be put in to achieve more shelter
on the platform. This will be chosen according the
location of the platform.

Equipment colour

Shelter - 3 sections with glass - island platform
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Glasoverdækning
Mupi

Reklamefelt

Section side platform

Mupi

Possibility of expansion for the shelter
The size of the shelter will be adapted to the need of
the individual platform.
The size of the shelter on the platform will depend
on the expected number of passengers on each
individual platform.
Three different shelter sizes have been introduced.
Types with two, three and four bays are shown.
All types are available for both island platforms and
side platforms.
All types can be used with and without glass between
the mupies.

Mupis
The mupies will be located between the load-bearing
pillars for the shelter. The mupies will primarily be
used for advertisements, but they may be further
developed to include ticket machines, a technical
cabinet, a holder for free newspapers, overview maps,
timetables and other signage. The integration of
functions in the mupi is essential, so as to keep the
number of various platform elements at a minimum.

Shelter - 3 sections without glass - side platform
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4.2 Equipment - Back rest/fencing

118 cm - 104 cm

ligting fixture

100 cm

Back rest/fencing without glass

Glass

Back rest/fencing with glass

Back rest/fencing
The back rest and fencing are new equipments being
developed for the light rail in cooperation with AFA
J.C. Decaux.
The backrest combines protection with a support
function for a short rest in the standing position
leaning against the rest. In addition, the back rest is
used as a lighting fixture outside the shelters.
The back rest is used as protection on side platforms,
where it works both as protection and for rest outside
the shelter.
On side platforms at congested locations, the
backrest will be equipped with glass, when used as
protection, in order to shield from the traffic. This will
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appear, at particularly exposed places on the section,
to increase safety at the side platforms. The back rest
is primarily used on the island platform.
At the end of platforms opposite to the entrance, the
back rest will be placed transversely as protection
to mark the end of the platform and to help guide
passengers in the right direction.
As a starting point, the back rests will be made in
two lengths only, a standard length and a shortened
version to be used in interaction with the mupi.
The backrest has a slightly convex top allowing water
to run off more easily.

4.2 Equipment - Litter bin

50 cm

disposal off
pizza boxes

80 cm

Litter bin

Litter bin
The litter bins are designed in the same lines as the
rest of the equipment.
The litter bin has been designed as a rectangular
element with room for usual waste and an oblong
hole for disposal of pizza boxes.
The litter bin will be placed on the platforms as
required.
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4.2 Equipment - Bench

201 cm

46 cm

Bench

Bench
The bench is designed along the same lines of design
as the rest of the equipment.
The shape of the bench is similar to the backrest, with
a convex surface of the same material. The sitting
surface of the bench could be made from perforated
metal, offering improved comfort. The bench is
painted with a high-performance rubber paint that
insulates and gives a sturdy impression.
The bench will be placed below the shelter and offer a
seat sheltered from the rain.
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4.2 Equipment - Information stand

50 cm

LOGO

Logo of the Aarhus Light Rail
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360 cm

The stands position on the platform

Example of electronic ticketing

Information stand with name of the station, arrival times and alternatively electronic ticketing
Information stand
The information stands mark the entrance of the
stations. They will be placed cross-wise in the
equipment zone of the platforms and show the name
of the station. If possible, arrival times will be shown
electronically and a scanner for electronic ticketing will
be installed in the information stand. Alternatively,
the electronic ticketing can be done in the train. The
information stand contains the same information on
both sides.
All other information, such as overview maps and
timetables, will be incorporated in the mupies
below the shelter. Services like a ticket machine, free
newspapers etc. can also be incorporated in the mupi.
Signs relating to the Aarhus LRT should be
prepared with a common graphical identity and it
is recommended that this should correspond to the
development of the rolling stock.
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4.2 Visualisation of street furniture on stops

Visualisation of island platform

Visualisation of side platform
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4.3 Lighting of stops

Principle of lighting on island platform

Principle of lighting on side platform

Platform
The lighting of the stops will comprise of fixtures
integrated in shelter and platform.
The intention is to create a coherent and aesthetic
lighting, which in addition to fulfilling the demands
for professional functional lighting, shall form the
backbone of the visual identity of the stops after dark.
In addition to this, well-lit trains will contribute to the
lighting of the platform.
The principles chosen will ensure an adapted and wellscreened lighting, which is elegantly integrated in the
architectural expression of the stops. All equipment
and rolling stock should be well lit, so as to achieve

The shelter with lighting
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a high degree of security, both on the platform and in
the train.
For the platform areas, guidelines for the lighting
have been laid down based on the stations of the
electrified railways of Greater Copenhagen, stating a
minimum of 25 lx and a maximum of 100 lx, and with
a regularity of 0.4. The choice between 25 or 100 lx
will depend on the surroundings. By way of example,
the illuminance should be higher on platform areas in
the inner city than on platform areas outside the inner
city.
Inside the shelter, there shall be between 40 lx and
150 lx with a regularity of 0.6. The argumentation

corresponds to that of the platform areas.
The luminance for ticket machines and information
stands shall be 200 lx.

Back rest/fencing without glass with lighting

Back rest/fencing with glass and lighting

Back rest/fencing
For those areas of the platforms, that are not covered
by a shelter, the functional lighting comes from the
handrail of the back rest/fencing.
This lighting type gives an adjusted and well-blinded
light on the platform walking zone and will ensure safe
traffic and good orientation.
Lighting at the shelter will be made from linear LED
or fluorescent tube fixtures. To ensure correct lighting
of the platform, the maximum distance between the
individual back rests may not exceed 2.7 m. Protection
shall be placed with a maximum gap of 10 cm to
comply with the safety rules in force.
Light sources of a warm white light colour and a good
quality of light will be used.

Shelter
Lighting inside the shelter will be made from linear
LED or fluorescent tube fixtures integrated in the
ceiling construction of the shelter.
This lighting gives a well-blinded and adjusted light at
the shelter, thus ensuring good orientation and highquality visual conformity.
Light sources of a warm white light colour and a good
quality of light will be used.
The shelter equipment can be included in a standard
professional operating cycle and is well suited to
withstand effects from the surrounding environment.
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Mupi
Mupies in shelters will be illuminated from within by
means of LED light sources.
This type of light is well suited for dynamic control of
light level and colour tone thus allowing for adjustment
to local conditions and the surrounding light level.

Mupi with lighting
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Information stand
The information stand will serve as a landmark for
the Aarhus LRT and should therefore stand out in a
way that makes it visible at a distance when moving
in the city and in the neighbourhood of the light rail.
Therefore, the information stands should be well lit by
a luminous intensity of 100-200 lx.

LOGO

LYSTRUP 5 MIN
GRENÅ

7 MIN

SKEJBY 10 MIN

EUROPAPLADS

Information stands will be illuminated from within by
means of LED light sources.
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To ensure optimum visual conditions and flexibility, it
is recommended that parts of the information screen
are made as an actual LED screen. In this way it will
be possible to adjust the display of each individual
screen to local requirements and update with relevant
information.

Information stand with lighting

4.4 Concept for furnishing of stops

Type A platform - shelter 2 sections
1300

320 cm

60 - 200 daily boardings
Island platforms: Lystrup Side platforms: Skejby, Lisbjerg

Type B platform - shelter 3 sections
2100

All shelters can be with or without
glass

200-900 daily boardings
Island platforms: Nørregade, Olof Palmes Allé, Lisbjerg, Elev

Side platforms: Ringgaden, Ringvejen, Aarhus universitetshospital - skejby, Lisbjerg syd

Type C platform - shelter 4 sections
2900

900-1800 daily boardings
Island platforms: Nørreport, Universitetet, Stjernepladsen, Nehrus Allé Side platforms: Multimediehuset, Skolebakken, Østbanetorvet, Stockholmsgade,

The overall principle of location of the shelters on
the platform is based on where the users arrive at the
platform. In most cases, they arrive via a pedestrian
crossing, so the shelter is located closest to the
ramp, which also accounts for the needs of walkingimpaired people.
Benches will be placed inside the shelter and back
rests outside, which applies to side platforms as well
as island platforms.
The proportion of equipment on the platform will
depend on the number of passengers expected to use
the platform on a daily basis. This will be reflected
in the number of sections of the shelter, as well
as the number of other elements on the platform.
The platforms are divided into different types to

categorize and assess each individual platform. The
result is a clear division and arrangement of the
individual platforms.
The shelter comprises two sections in type A, three
sections in type B and four sections in type C.
The types are used on island platforms, side
platforms and staggered side platforms. However,
the platform changes from being double-sided
on the island platform to being one-sided on the
side platform. This also appears in the material
concerning the shelter.
All shelters can be with or without glass. This will be
defined in accordance with the context.
The equipment will be placed on the platform in a

modular system of 130 cm. This modular system has
been defined on the basis of the size of the mupi and
the glass of the shelter. The equipment will be placed
in the equipment zone, which is located in the middle
of the island platform and at a distance from the track
on the side platform.
The furnishings at the different stops on the section
are shown individually and in chronological order,
to create an overview of the different furnishing
situations and to highlight the differences between
platforms. (Please see page 58.)
The platform is intended to have a uniform surface, for
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4.5 Layout of island platform
which reason the same kind of granite has been chosen
for all stones to give the experience of the platform as a
coherent element. The leading line of cast iron stands
out from the granite by a clear difference of colour,
which enhances the accessibility for visually impaired
people. Please also see the chapter about materials on
page 46.

Princip A

Chaussésten

Stålkant

Ledelinje

An island platform is divided into three different zones:
1.
2.
3.

Platform front: This includes a safety area of
30 cm. towards the tracks.
Passage area: 150 cm including a 20 cm leading line.
Equipment area: 90 cm in the centre of the
platform.

The three zones are made in different ways, all based
on the decided module system of 130 cm.
The platform front consists of a kerbstone of granite
in the size 130 x 30 x 40 cm.
The passage area is divided into a tactile paving of
cast iron with the dimensions 130 x 20 x 10 cm, and
four strips of granite paving tiles with the dimensions
130 x 32.5 x 10 cm.
The equipment area will be filled out with 10 cm
broad granite paving tiles in various lengths, which
makes the fitting around the equipment easier. The
tile dimensions are 30 x 10 x 10, 20 x 10 x 10 and 10 x
10 x 10 cm.

Kantsten 30 cm
Rampeareal
Fodgængerfelt

Kantsten 15 cm

Læskærm
snit a-a

The corners of the platform will be made by special
corner stones of 50 x 60 x 40 cm, which will finish
platform front and leading line.
All slab dimensions are stated as module dimensions.
The island platform will be dewatered towards two
line drains placed along each side of the equipment
area. The passage area and the equipment area will
be constructed with a fall of 15 per thousand towards
the line drains. At the end of the ramp there will be an
envelope drain.
The principles for the layout of an island platform can
be seen from the example showing the island platform
at Nørregade. Here the principles of the finishing of
the ramp area to the given surroundings are shown.
The border of the ramp is kept perpendicular, and the
front area of the ramp is cut off obliquely. The platform
tiles and the kerbstone are continued and the leading
line is continued in the middle. After the end of the
ramp the kerbstone will be level with the driving area.
The anchor area will be finished by a traffic island
towards the driving area. The traffic island is raised 10
cm above the road area and filled out with sett paving.
Against the anchor area the refuge will be finished by
a steel edge.

Gangzone
Letbanetracé

Ledelinje

Inventarzone

Princip B

Poles, if any, on island platforms should be placed
in the equipment area outside the boundary of the
shelter. If this is not possible, a division of the shelter
could be contemplated.
The platform is intended to have a uniform surface,

Plan 1:250 - island platform at Nørregade
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Principle section a-a 1:100

Chaussésten

Ledelinje
Gangzone

Inventarzone
Tilspasningsareal
Skraldespand

Ledelinje
Kantsten 30 cm

Afslutningssten

Stålkant

Afslutningssten

Principle A 1:100 - adaptation of ramp area

Principle B 1:100 - finishing of the platform

Visualisation island platform (Nørregade seen from the intersection looking south)
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Princip A

4.6 Layout of side platform

Rampeareal

for which reason the same kind of granite has been
chosen for all stones to give the experience of the
platform a coherent element. The leading line of cast
iron stands out from the granite by a clear difference
of colour, which enhances the accessibility for visuallyimpaired people. Please also see the chapter about
materials on page 46.
The side platform is considered as a half island
platform constructed according to the same principles
as the island platform.
Side platforms are divided into three different zones:
1.
2.
3.

Platform front: This includes a safety area of
30-80 cm towards the tracks.
Passage area: 150 cm including a 20 cm leading line.
Equipment area: 90 cm at the side away from
the tracks. This area includes a kerbstone of
15 cm.
Skraldespand

The three zones are made in different ways, all based
on the decided module system of 130 cm.
Læskærm

The platform front consists of a kerbstone of granite
with the dimensions 130 x 30 x 40 cm. Where the
security zone due to freight train traffic along the
harbour areas is increased by 50 cm on one side, the
kerbstone dimensions will be 130 x 80 x 40 cm.
The equipment area is divided into a tactile paving
tile of cast iron with the dimensions 130 x 20 x 10
cm, and four stripes of granite paving tiles with the
dimensions 130 x 32.5 x 10 cm.
The equipment area will be filled out with 10 cm
broad granite paving tiles of the same length, which
makes the fitting around the equipment easier. The
tile dimensions are 75 x 10 x 10.
A granite kerbstone will finish the equipment area
with the dimensions 130 x 15 x 40 cm towards the
security zone along the road.
All tile dimensions are stated as module dimensions.

Ledelinje

Kantsten 30 cm
Trappe

Kantsten 80 cm

A side platform will be drained towards a line drain
running between the passage area and the equipment
area. The passage area will be constructed with a fall
of 10 per thousand and the equipment area with a fall
of 20 per thousand towards the line drain.
At the end of the ramp there will be an envelope drain

Læskærm
Læskærm

snit a-a
Ledelinje

The principles for the layout of a side platform can
be seen from the example showing the side platform
at the station of Skolebakken, located at Aarhus
Docklands where an open space is created around the
alignment. The example showing the side platform is
longer than the standard side platform and broader
on one side, as it is located along the harbour area
where freight trains pass, for which reason the security
zone is increased. As it will be possible to arrive at the
platform from both ends, no protection is placed at the
end of the platform.

Gangzone

Letbanetracé

Inventarzone

The example shows the principles of the anchor area
at a side platform.
The leading line runs along the platform end from
the edge zone across to the other side of the platform
and continues along the kerbstone down the ramp.
The connection of the ramp to the platform and end
of platform is made with broad end stones in the
corners as well as a broad kerbstone.
The offset side platform follows the same principles as
the side platform. The construction has been described
Rampeareal

Princip B
Plan side platform Skolebakken 1:250
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Ledelinje

Kantsten 80 cm

Rampeareal

Kantsten 30 cm

Kantsten 30 cm
Afslutningssten

Principle A - Detail pavement and ramp 1:100

Rampeareal

Principle B - Detail increasing of security zone 1:100

Section a-a platform

Visualisation of side platform (Skolebakken seen from Skolegyde looking east)
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4.7 Layout of staggered side platform
in the previous section.
Staggered side platforms are divided into three
different zones:
1.
2.
3.

Platform front: This includes a safety area of
30-80 cm towards the tracks.
Passage area: 150 cm including a 20 cm leading line.
Equipment area: 90 cm at the side away from
the track a 90 cm equipment zone. This zone
includes a kerbstone of 15 cm.

Fodgængerfelt
Tilpasningsareal

The principles for the layout of a staggered side
platform can be seen from the example showing the
offset side platform at the stop at Ringgaden.
At this platform there will be a security zone between
the platform and the road area. The platform front is
bounded against the road by a 15 cm broad granite
kerbstone with a clearance of 10 cm. The area between
platform and kerbstone is sett-paved.
The filling with sett paving begins from the point where
the alignment starts to widen towards the platform.
In addition, the adjustment area with front area and
ramp area is shown. The principle for the ramp area
is that the ramps always maintain a fall of 50 per
thousand and that the ramp area is 6 m. There may
be deviations from the 6 m, if the 50 per thousand fall
cannot be achieved within this area.
In this example, the ramp itself takes up only half of
the ramp area, because the platform is placed on a
sloping surface. The ramp area is still 6 m.
Two materials will be used for the platforms, granite
and cast iron.
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Ledelinje
Kantsten 30 cm
Rampeareal

Chaussésten

Kantsten 15 cm

Principle A - Detail adjustment area at staggered side platform, 1:100

Visualisation staggered side platform (Ringgaden seen from the intersection looking south)

Kantsten 30 cm

Princip A

Mupi

Chaussésten

Læskærm
Ledelinje

snit a-a
Letbanetracé
Skraldespand

Kantsten 15 cm

Gangzone

Inventarzone

Hviler

Section a-a platform 1:100

Staggered side platform Ringgaden 1:250
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4.8 Paving, materials and dimensions

Tactile pavement 20 x 130 x 10 cm
Tiles - Equipment area 10 x 30 x 10 cm,
10 x 20 x 10 cm, 10 x 10 x 10 cm
Envelope drain
Tiles - Passage area 32,5 x 130 x 10 cm
Tiles - same as in the passage area
Platform front 50 x 60 x 40 cm
Curb Stone 30 x 130 x 40 cm
Tactile tiles

The granite is Chinese, G 345 green.
Granite is a durable material with a long life span. It
has a desirable antiquing compared to for example
concrete. Therefore, possible replacements in granite
surfacing will appear neater. Concrete stones will
patinate quickly and the difference between new and
old stones will be very obvious. Granite is resistant
to Danish weather conditions, changing between
frost and thaw, as well as the use of salt in the winter.
The material will better withstand these conditions
than concrete. If the stones are damaged, granite will
appear neater than concrete where the inmost stones
of the material can be seen.

Tactile tile cast iron

Chinese granite G345 green

Granite and cast iron are recommended as the primary
choice of material for the project. The modular paving
system, however, leaves the opportunity for choosing
other materials, i.e. concrete tile paving.
Elements for construction of the stops can be seen
here.
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5. CONSTRUCTIONS
5.1 Converter substation

The converter substation has been designed
according to the same lines as the other equipment of
the Aarhus LRT.
The basis is a shell structure onto which plates will be
fixed - in conformity with the equipment of the Aarhus
LRT.
The plates consist of semi-transparent glass, profiled
steel plates and at some places lattice for planting.
Placing windows behind is a possibility.
The converter substation should be adapted to the
individual locations along the section.
Facades are in either semi-transparent glass toned
in the same color as the street furniture, striping
resembles the one on the roof of the shelters
combined with profiled metal sheets. In some areas
there might be installed a lattice for plants to grow
on.
The three different facade materials give the
opportunity to personalize the converter substations
to their surroundings whether this is in an urban or
more rural context.
A surface of glass I easy to clean for graffiti.

Openings for light (if any) are placed
behind transparent glass panels
2175

The concept of the converter substation can be applied
to other buildings associated with the Aarhus LRT, i.e.
depots and workshops.

500

Port/doors in the same profiling

Glass and metal panels are attached
mechanically to a metal track system
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1200

5.2 Control and Maintenance Centre (CMC) in Aarhus Rail Yard

Positioning of the CMC
The CMC complex will be placed in a technical
environment characterized by railway rails, catenary
poles and the surrounding buildings.
The CMC complex will primarily be seen from
Ringgadebroen or from the train arriving or departing
from Aarhus Central Station.
The CMC complex and its parking facilities for trains is
situated in elevation approx. 5 meter. Ringgadebroen
starts in elevation 16 meter (from south) and drops
to elevation 6 meters at the opposite side of the Rail
Yard towards north. This means that the complex will
be experienced both from above as well as from the
same grade as the trains for passengers passing by.
The buildings within the complex – especially the
workshop/depot will be one of the largest and
significant permanent elements.
Surrounding the sides of the buildings there will be an
outdoor depot for trains. Trains and buildings create
a visually coherent appearance, which complement its
other.
From the very beginning its has been the intention,
that the expression of the light rail is qualitative and
uniform. Ii is the intention that rolling stock, the stops,
catenary poles, converter substations and building all
have a uniform expression, which leaves no doubt in
the mind of the spectators that the elements are part
of the Aarhus LRT.
The general material presented on the building of the
Aarhus LRT is glass and metal. Where transparency
is wanted the glass is clear. Besides this the colours
are kept in dark grey, metallic or glass ceramic burned
dark grey in the same nuance. Information, logo and
pictograms are all in a signal colour.
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Facade,
west
YHVWIDFDGH

3600

Description of the functional and aesthetic parameters
of the CMC complex
The functional demands for the building entails that
it shall be possible to included doors, gates and
closed and open areas of the facades. The ports will
be experienced both open and closed. This will give
the complex a distinctive look and give significant
proportions that need to be addressed architecturally.
The facade shall incorporate the following functions;
windows in areas with workspaces, solid isolated
facade parts or maybe un-insulated “inner wall.”
Finally there are blurred glass areas on the facade
towards areas that serve as unheated workshop where
you want the façade to let a certain amount of light
through.
We propose that the requirements will be resolved by a
neutral split glass façade, which follows the principles
of “structural glazing”, i.e. a smooth, without detail,
glass-metal surface, with offsets, which contains the
moving façade elements. The façade must be able to
adjust to the following variations.





Daylight for offices, workshop and depot. A
thin pattern is printed on the Windows in a
colour shade close to dark grey - RAL 7013
Closed facades with a closed isolated - or
non-insulated - inner wall. Facades are constructed by a single layer of glass with a burnt
ceramic colour. The colour is either solid or
a print pattern on the back of the glass. The
colour should be close gray RAL the 7013.
Movable parts of the façade such as gates
and doors should be constructed with sheet
metal, so the design doesn’t´t prevent the use

of standardized lift doors, etc.. It is assumed
that it is possible to obtain a proper architectural solution using sheet metal painted in the
same colour tone as rolling stock and in a colour which fits the glass panels - Foster Grey.
To visually join the glass facades and terrain is
necessary to create a transition platform. We suggest
a 20 cm high concrete base, which protects the façade.
The 20 cm concrete base will allow the integration of
ramps and other necessary details.
The roof is an important element. It is seen as a
horizontal plane, which should appear light and
structured for implementation of skylights, which will
be required in large parts of the workshop building.
It is proposed that roof is divided into elevated roof
top units in which skylights are incorporated. This will
protect the windows from heavy rain fall, and it creates
an easy understandable and divided roof. The skylight
is to be constructed with a structure which ensures
that the elements projects as little as possible from
the plan of the roof.
Drainage of the roof is along the edges of the façade.
Spouts are to be hidden in the facades.
By continuing the façade up until about 80 cm above
the roof it will be possible to hide the elements of the
roof. This allows for are more settled and homogeneous
building, particularly from the Ringgade bridge.

Facade, East

Facade, south

Logo
The Aarhus LRT logo can be placed directly on the
building›s glass
façade as a part of the ceramic screen printing. The
logo
should be illuminated from behind in evening. The logo
should be placed in a way that gives it a good exposure
to passing train and vehicles on the Ringgade Bridge.
Vandalism / Graffiti
The tempered glass panels have a closed smooth
surface, which will ease the cleaning if necessary. The
tempered glass panels can be replaced in the event of
vandalism. This leads to a need for a certain reserve
stock to be built.
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5.3 Bridge over track group 400

The bridge in Aarhus Rail Yard is placed in the middle
of the spectacular view from Ringgadebroen and will
penetrate the existing spot lighting. It is therefore
important that the bridge will appear in a precise and
distinct way.
The bridge runs from the concrete raking that appear
clearly in the same type of concrete as the bridge
diagonally across the tracks.
The bridge is supported by two pillars, which will be
cut out in order to increase the view through Aarhus

Plan

west

East

Elevation A-A

Section B-B, facade
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Section C-C

5.4 Bridge across Aarhus Å (The Aarhus River)

Rail Yard.
The bridge runs across the river, but should be
different from the other bridges over the river.
The thickness of the bridge deck is broken by
the detail on the edge, thus visually reducing the
thickness.
It is obvious that there should be an overall
connection with respect to the bridges of the section,
i.e. by ensuring coherent fencing of the next stages.
It has been decided to make room for pedestrians to
cross the bridge. This decision is not comprised by
the outline design project and the drawings shown.
This change to the conditions will be incorporated in
the detailed design, which will start about the middle
of 2012.
The bridge will be widened by 3-3.5 m and there will
be fencing at both sides of the pedestrian walkway. In
connection to this the types of surfacing on the bridge

Pavement

Bridge widened with pedestrian walkway 3-3,5 m
Section B-B

longitudinal profile, section A-A
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5.6 Bridge across the Egå valley

Mast

Støj- og vindskærm

Letbanetracé

Cykelsti

11.00

should be reconsidered.
The alignment will pass the Egå valley,
Djurslandmotorvejen (the Djursland motorway) and
Klokhøjen in the new town of Ny Lisbjerg. The bridges
shall be different from the traditional motorway
bridges seen on E45. The Aarhus LRT is something
special and an element that will be added to the area
later than the motorway bridges. The light rail bridges
will have their own elegant design and stand out as
such compared to the motorway bridges in the area.
The bridges constitute a sequence of bridges, which
can be experienced as a whole from the surrounding
landscape. This is a motivation to give the bridge
components - columns, bridge, pillars and fitting - a
uniform design .
The side slopes in connection with the bridges will be
clearly defined as 1:2 slopes.
The overall design concept will be to add lightness to
the bridge, expressed in the design of the columns as
well as the fine (thin) bridge deck.
The poles on the bridge will be placed above the
pillars in order to create a certain balance and rhythm

Søjle

3.43

Section 1:50

Mast
Søftenvej
Søjle

Elevation 1:1.000
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Egåen

Forlagt Egå

Værn

Dæmning 1:2

Klokhøjen
Letbane tracé og cykelsti

80 cm

100 cm

Park and ride område
Dæmning 1:2

Leje

Lisbjerg Syd

Omformerstation

Afgravning 1:2

Søjle

E45

Pillars
As a starting the pillars have a dimension of 80 cm, but with the tallest
ones it will be necessary to increase the dimension to approximately 100
cm.

Dæmning1:2
Letbane tracé og cykelsti

Egåen

Søftenvej

Plan 1:2000
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5.7 Lift tower and platform at Aarhus University stop
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Facade in transparent glass, possibly toned in the same
shade as the furnishing with a light striping as roof on
stops. Mechanically mounted on a steel construction in
200x100 square profiles
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Letbanen Aarhus
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Roof in transparent glass, light strips as roof on stops
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Elevation: Lift tower

on the bridge.
The platform at the University will be connected
to the existing tunnel by a lift and a staircase. This
solution is chosen to keep pedestrians from crossing
Nørrebrogade - they shall use the underground
passage instead.
The lift tower will be placed at the end of the platform
at the highest point. The steps leading down will be
placed near the edge of the lift tower.
The stairs and the exit of the lift tower to the
underground passage will be located at the southern
side of the passage.
The lift tower will be covered by semi-transparent
glass fixed on a steel frame. The tower will have the
same outward appearance as the other equipment
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6. ROLLING STOCK
6.1 Parameters for the design and colour scheme of rolling stock

along the alignment
The rolling stock
With its varied rural urban and structural character from historically old to the visionary modern - Aarhus
is a city of a complex nature.
The city has a large number of students and a strong
entrepreneurial environment, which gives a young,
changing and dynamic urban population.
The Aarhus LRT will be an important factor to unite
the urban and rural characteristics and streamline
the infrastructure and thus the transportation of the
citizens.
We imagine the light rail trains as mellow, exclusive
and with a clearly readable communication to the
users.
Inside the wagon great importance has been attached
to forming a straightforward Nordic expression with
easy and clear graphical communication.
The intention is to create a minimalistic ‘transparent’
wagon by means of light, simple materials and
colours.
Inside and outside communication will be made by
means of easily readable pictograms and electronic
boards giving information about timetables, direction
of travel, time until arrival and departure and
connections to other means of transportation.
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Exterior
A distinctive logo shall create recognizability and
identity for the Aarhus LRT - and occur everywhere - in
the ticket system, signposting, timetables, websites
and stops - and at the trains/wagons.
The rolling stock is to radiate quality like an Audi or a
Mac - therefore, rather a subdued colour than a pang
colour.
The train itself should - both in the urban
environments in Aarhus and in the open landscape
- radiate quality, modernity, integrity and coherence
with the design of the stops. This is possible by
reducing the number of colours of the wagon to one
single colour - i.e. a light colour - ‘steel’ or grey combined with one clear ‘colour signal’ of the Aarhus
LRT logo, which in this way will stand out strongly

Information om tog ets retning .
Estimeret tid til endestation.

Information om videre forbindelser.
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and in a highly recognizable way.
Interior
When selecting the rolling stock, high priority should
be assigned to an interior radiating good quality,
which empirically reduces the desire to commit acts
of vandalism, and which appeals to the group of
users normally travelling by car. Furnishing of the
wagons should also comprise considerations gained
from anthropological studies of the intuitive pattern
of passengers’ choice of seat - in order to achieve
increased well-being and utilization of the seats in
peak periods.
Last, but not least, when choosing the surface it is
important to foresee vandalism and the subsequent
cleaning, which will unavoidably, become a part of the
existence of the Aarhus LRT.
The subdued expression of quality should be the
basic ‘design DNA’ of the Aarhus LRT.

Ide nr.1

Ide nr. 2

The interior of the train will be designed with great consideration to
people with disabilities, the elderly, mothers with prams etc.
On the platform pictograms show you where you stand - if you for
instance is are a wheelchair user, this will simplify the start of your
trip.

Detalje ved pictogrammer på sæder.

Inside the train there will be visible pictograms that clearly shows
where the special places for bike, wheel chairs are. Seats for the
disabled will be located close to the door.
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7. FURNISHING OF STOPS ALONG THE ALIGNMENT

Urban Media Space (Mmh) Tagudhæng Multimediehuset
Infostander
Skraldespand
Hviler / værn

Hviler / værn
Rampe

Rampe

Infostander

Skraldespand

Infostander

Skraldespand

Hviler / værn

Side platform - covering moved because of the overhang, 1:250

Skolebakken (Bak)
Læskærm
Infostander
Hviler / værn

Skraldespand

Bænk

Hviler / værn
Rampe

Skraldespand

Infostander

Læskærm
Infostander

Rampe

Trappe

Side platform 1:250

Nørreport (Nop)
Læskærm

Infostander
Bænk

Skraldespand

Infostander
Rampe
Læskærm

Island platform 1:250
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Hviler / værn

Hviler / værn

Læskærm

Infostander

Bænk

Infostander

Rampe

Læskærm

Læskærm
Infostander

Rampe

Infostander

Rampe

Principles of furnishing of stops
In order to describe the flexibility of the design
concept for the stops the following is a review of
proposals for furnishing of the individual platforms.
The stops are basically designed from an overall point
of view, but with a few adjustments according to the
context. These adjustments have been made for special
platforms. This applies for the stops at the harbour
area, which are longer and wider on one side due to
a larger security distance, as goods trains will pass
here. It applies for Østbanetorvet, where the present
platform will be adjusted to the light rail, as well as for
Stockholmsgade, where the platform narrows because
the road space is very small.
In addition to considerations of expected boarding
and disembarking, passenger comfort and adjustment
to the individual location, the final arrangement of
the stops will be decided in close dialogue between
the local authorities of Aarhus and the supplier of
advertiser-supported urban equipment. Moreover, the
final arrangement depends on the integration with the
technical elements of the Aarhus LRT in the shape of
i.e. location of poles on platforms, technique cabinets,
ticket system, light rail signals etc.

Læskærm

Skraldespand Infostander

Rampe

Infostander
Hviler / værn

Infostander
Rampe
Hviler / værn

Skraldespand
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Østbanetorvet (Os)
Læskærm
Infostander

Bænk

Hviler / værn

Skraldespand

Eksist. overdækning

Rampe

Hviler / værn

Infostander

LLæskærm
k
Hviler / værn

Infostander

Rampe

Side platform 1:250

Nørregade (Nog)
Læskærm
Infostander
Skraldespand

Hviler / værn

Bænk

Læskærm
Rampe

Infostander

Hviler / værn

Skraldespand

Island platform 1:250

Ringgaden (Rig)
Læskærm

Infostander

Hviler / værn
Bænk

Glas

Skraldespand

Infostander

Staggered side platform, 1:250
Glass in the handrail and shelter for shielding.
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Rampe

Skraldespand
Infostander

Infostander

Rampe

Rampe

Universitetet/Wilhelm Meyers Allé (Wma)
2175

Elevator

Læskærm
Trappenedgng

Tunnel

Læskærm
Elevator

island platform 1:250

Læskærm

Rampe
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Stjernepladsen (Stj)
Læskærm

Infostander

Skraldespand

Hviler / værn

Bænk

Læskærm

Infostander

Skraldespand

Rampe
Hviler / værn

Island platform 1:250

Stockholmsgade (Shg)
Infostander

Læskærm
Hviler / værn
Bænk

Glas

Hviler / værn

Læskærm

Rampe

Staggered side platform, 1:250
Glass in handrail and shelter for shielding, narrowing of the platform is achieved by a narrowing af the walkway furthest from the the shelter.

Ringvejen (Riv)

Læskærm
Infostander
Skraldespand

Hviler / værn
Bænk

Glas

Hviler / værn
Læskærm

Staggered side platform, 1:250
Glass in handrail and shelter for shielding
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Infostander

Rampe

Læskærm
Infostander

Hviler / værn

Rampe

Læskærm

Læskærm
Infostander
Skraldespand

Hviler / værn

Rampe

Infostander

Læskærm

Skraldespand
Hviler / værn
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Nehrus Allé (Neh)
Læskærm
Infostander
Skraldespand

Hviler / værn

Bænk

Infostander
Rampe
Hviler / værn

Læskærm

Island platform 1:250

Olof Palmes Allé (Opa)
Infostander
Skraldespand

Hviler / værn

Bænk

Infostander
Rampe

Hviler / værn

Island platform 1:250

Aarhus University Hospital, Skejby (Ssy)

Note: The stop comprises of a cross platform interchange (two island platforms)
Læskærm

Infostander
Bænk

Infostander

Hviler / værn

Læskærm

Skraldespand

Rampe
Hviler / værn

Island platform 1:250
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Skejby (Sby)

Læskærm
Infostander
Hviler / værn

Skraldespand

Glas

Rampe

Læskærm

Skraldespand

Skraldespand

Læskærm

Rampe

Hviler / værn

Side platform,
Glass in shelter for further shielding

Skejby north (future stop)

Læskærm

Infostander
Hviler / værn

Skraldespand

Hviler / værn
Rampe

Rampe

Læskærm

Skraldespand

Læskærm

Skraldespand
Hviler / værn

Side platform,
Glass in shelter for further shielding

Lisbjerg syd (Lis)

Læskærm

Infostander
Bænk

Rampe

Hviler / værn

Glas

Infostander

Rampe

Skraldespand

Skraldespand

Læskærm

Side platform,
Glass in shelter for further shielding
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Lisbjerg (Lib)
Læskærm

Infostander

Skraldespand

Hviler / værn

Glas

Læskærm
Rampe

Hviler / værn

Infostander

Island platform 1:250
Glass in shelter for further shielding

Lisbjerg School (Lko)
Glas

Hviler / værn
Bænk

Hviler / værn
Rampe

Læskærm

Skraldespand

Rampe

Side platform 1:250
Glass in shelter for further shielding

Lisbjerg øst (Lio)
Glas

Hviler / værn
Bænk

Hviler / værn
Rampe

Rampe

Side platform 1:250
Glass in shelter for further shielding
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Læskærm

Skraldespand

Elev (Elv)

Læskærm
Infostander
Hviler / værn

Hviler / værn
Rampe

Infostander

Læskærm

Rampe

Skraldespand

Side platform 1:250
Glass in shelter for further shielding

Lystrup (Lp)
Infostander
Glas

Læskærm

Rampe

Hviler / værn

Skraldespand

Skraldespand

Læskærm
Rampe

Side platform 1:250
Glass in shelter for further shielding
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